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Abstract
Periodontal suturing beyond the surgical elements it provides precedes the selection of the
type of suture versus the fact that it is manipulated with periodontal soft tissue. This fact is the
basic element in the selection of the type of suture indicated for use and the way of suturing, which
in the periodontal surgeon with experience is performed instinctively without thinking.
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The article is of the review type, bringing a summary of the published data about the suturing
method needed for the periodontal application.
Conclusion: The type of suture indicated as a primary indication has a clinical case that is
indicated based on clinical diagnosis, but the selection of suture type depending on the material or
needle is performed based on the clinical area conditioned by minimal manipulation space and the
possibility of laceration of periodontal tissue.

Introduction
Periodontal sutures applied to the soft gingival
tissues have the primary function of indication of use, the
approximation of edges of the wound, the approximation of
tissue boundaries where the primary healing will begin, and
the proper positioning of the tissue. Beyond functionality,
the surgeon must also consider aesthetic principles for high
clinical outcomes. Closure and subsequent wound healing
are initially affected by primary tissue damage, accompanied
by lacerations or open wounds from the passage of age and
suture thread [1-5].
To stabilize the wound, lembo are mobilized in order
to facilitate their positioning, to promote primary healing.
Suturing on the other hand reduces post-operative pain
and increases patient comfort versus post-operative care.
Suturing reduces the chances of infection in deeper tissues,
such as the bone [1-5].
For the best possible clinical results, it is attempted
against the perfect approximation of the wound lips, mainly
as a primary element in periodontal aesthetic interventions
and during regenerative procedures.
Sutures are usually placed initially distally to the last
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tooth, in each interproximal space, with continuous suturing
in the mesial direction [1-5]. Suturing is initially applied to
the more mobile approaches of periodontal tissue. The sign
that the lips of the lembo are suf iciently aligned is the lack
of tissue whiting, as the tissue approach is provided without
restricting the blood supply to the lembo. Proper placement of
surgical laps contributes to patient comfort, and hemostasis,
reducing wound size, and preventing unnecessary bone
resorption. If the edges of the surgical wound are not properly
aligned, hemostasis may be compromised and blood/serum
may accumulate. This fact results in visible space between
the soft tissue and the bone, which serves to delay the wound
healing process [2,5-7].
The main factors in achieving the goal of optimal wound
healing are suturing technique, type and diameter of suture
material, type of surgical age and design of surgical node
[3,4,7-13].
The classi ication according to the material of the most
primary thread is that of dividing the thread into absorbable
and non-absorbable, with the idea that if the suture needs to
be removed from its place, or over time, it is absorbed by the
tissue where it is placed. This element reduces the surgical
dental treatment by another stage since the patient does
https://www.heighpubs.org/johcs
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not need to appear in the dental clinic for the removal of the
suture threads and the absorption process needs a period of
time that varies, but always starts over 7 days of placement
in the oral cavity. Typically the absorption time ranges from
16 to 120 days, or even longer. The longer the absorption
time of the suture thread, the longer the lap stays ixed to
the edges of the surgical wound, continuously helping the
healing process [2,5-7].

Materials and methods
The study is oriented around the collection of already
published data on the tensile strength of sutures most
frequently used during the practice of periodontal surgery.
The application of sutures always depends on the personal
preferences and experience of the clinician who uses it
and even this selection procedure is very routine without
thinking about the individual characteristics of sutures
that vary greatly depending on the type of suture material,
beyond classi ication as absorbable and non-absorbable and
whether or not a disinfectant solution should be used in the
areas where the suture is applied.
The article is of the review type, presenting some data
on the types of periodontal suturing, seen from the point of
view of clinical advantages and disadvantages brought by
the application of sutures selected on the basis of the needle,
material, etc. The electronic search was performed in PubMed
with the keywords: periodontal and suture, bacterial, and
tensile strength. The combination of words is in the order
mentioned above and the connecting word “and”. The
time search interval is articles published in PubMed about
periodontal sutures without a time limit.

Results and discussion
Listed below are the types of sutures associated with the
advantages and disadvantages in use.
Simple interrupted suture
Inserted separately through the wound side.
Advantages:
- Strong and can be used in areas with pressure
- Placed 4 mm - 8 mm apart to close large wounds in
such a way that the pressure is separated
- Each suture is independent and the removal of one
suture will not vary with the removal of another
suture.
- Easy to clean
Disadvantages:
- None
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.johcs.1001038

Simple continuous suture
A simple interrupted suture, the needle is inserted
continuously so that the suture crosses perpendicular to the
cutting line down and obliquely upwards. It ends by passing
a knot over the unstressed edge of the suture.
Advantages:
- Fast technique which distributes the pressure in a
uniform way.
Disadvantages:
- If it is cut at a point, the suture weakens along its entire
length and makes possible the opening of surgical wounds.
The data collected from the literature are presented in
Table 1, which shows the classi ication of suture types based
on the elements mentioned above.
Surgical sutures are designed to place the suture into
tissue with minimal tissue damage. There are 3 components:
The end of the surgical needle, the body and the tip.
Surgical needle end: Suture is inserted into the needle
through a hole through the end of the surgical needle. Surgical
needles are atraumatic and act as a single unit [5,6,9-12].
Body Surgical Needle: The widest part of the surgical
needle, which can be easily manipulated into large, super icial
wounds and requires little wrist movement.
Surgical needle tip: Can be round/conical tip, triangular
tip, etc.
The surgical needle holder should catch the surgical
needle at approximately 1/3 of the distance from the end. A
surgical needle should enter the tissue perpendicular to the
surface. If the surgical needle pierces the tissue obliquely, the
suture may rupture.
The suture should be placed at an equal distance from the
incision on both sides and at equal depth. The surgical needle
should pass from free tissue to ixed one. If one side of the
tissue is thinner than the other, the surgical needle should
pass from the thinnest tissue to the thickest one.
The distance that the needle passes through the tissue
should be greater than the distance from the edge of the
tissue [7,11,12].
Sutures should be placed approximately 3 mm - 4 mm
apart.
Continuous suture
Is similar to continuous suture, but closure is provided
by pulling the suture through its loop. Indicated in areas of
tuberosity and retromolar areas.
https://www.heighpubs.org/johcs
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Absorbable
Accordingg to
the case

DŽŶŽĮůĂŵent
Accordingg to
the structure
MuůƟĮlĂŵĞnt

Unabsorbable

Natural
Accordingg to
the source

SintheƟĐ

RĞĂĐƟve
According to the
ƟƐsue rĞĂĐƟŽŶ
NonreaĐƟve

Coated
Uncoated
Accordingg to
the surface

Painted

Easy
Accordingg to
treaƚŵĞnt
Diĸcult

Unpainted

Table 1: Data on suture types are classiﬁed on the basis of some distinguishing elements.

Advantages:

Advantages:

- Tightens multiple joints

- More used for closing bone defects or cystic cavities.

- Distributes pressure evenly

- Used to control bleeding after surgery from the gingiva
around the tooth socket to stretch mucoperiosteal on
the lower bone.

- Waterproof closure
- Prevents excessive tightening
Disadvantages:
- Prevents the adjustment of pressure on the suture line
after tissue swelling occurs.

Disadvantages:
- Limits blood supply to the cutting edges.
- The needle is passed from one end to the other and
again from the latter to form and bind a knot.

Vertical suture

Cross suture (crisscross)

Covers in 2 levels, one deep to provide support and
adhesion to the wound surfaces and one deep to pull the
edges together. Used to close deep wounds [8,12,13].

This suture is used on toothless spaces. Starting this
technique, the needle penetrates the level of the mucogingival
junction in the mesiobuccal line, goes horizontally under the
lap, and emerges in the line of the distobuccal angle, the
procedure is done at the lingual aspect, and suture material
passes over the surgical ield, connecting the suture node
from the buccal aspect forming a cross on the lap [10,12,13].

Advantages:
- For better it and maximum tissue approximation.
- Used to control soft tissue hemorrhage.
- Used for extra support where the wound will heal
delayed for whatever reason.
Disadvantages:
- None
Horizontal suture
Avoids the borders of the mucosa, bringing larger areas
of raw tissue in contact. It is mostly used for closing bone
defects and cystic cavities [9,12,13].
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.johcs.1001038

Suture around a single tooth
The needle is irst passed under the point of distal contact
of the interdental papilla. The suture needle then penetrates
the inside of the surgical lap raised 3 mm from the top of the
papilla, the suture needle is passed back under the point of
contact, then passed below the other point of contact in the
mesial direction, and then the needle penetrates the surface
of the suture, the inside of the surgically raised lap 3 mm
from the tip of the interdental papilla, then the needle is
passed back below the point of contact, tying the suture node
but not in the raised tissue [10,12,13].
https://www.heighpubs.org/johcs
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Periosteal suture
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Periosteal suturing technique involves penetration
into periodontal tissue/periosteum to bone. The needle is
rotated backward in the direction it started as it penetrates
the periosteum again, then passed through the keratinized
tissue again [8]. A 180° rotation of the needle that catches
the periosteum, the needle moves along the bone below
the periosteum, and rotates around the body of the needle,
allowing points to emerge from the periosteum and
periodontal tissue [9,12,13].
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Conclusion
Knowledge of sutures, needles (type, size, shape), suture
instruments, and techniques are absolutely necessary to be a
competent surgeon.
There is no better suturing than others in every aspect.
Differences in terms of tissue reaction and bacterial
adhesion between sutures should always be taken into
account in selecting the appropriate suture material.
Treatment during various delicate soft tissue suturing
techniques can ensure optimal tissue healing and high
aesthetic result.
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